GROCERY
WITH PURPOSE

Giving customers the
food they want, when
and how they want it
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LET THEM EAT
Grocers have a new opportunity to provide customers what
they hunger for. It’s one thing to know what customers buy,
but do you know what they value? Fundamental needs have
not changed—people need to eat. But how often they eat,
where they eat and what they want to eat is evolving fast.
Many grocers aren’t equipped to understand how to satisfy
customers’ unique and ever-changing appetites.
It is a grocer’s fundamental purpose to satisfy customer needs across all meal occasions for the
family—that’s 27 meal occasions and 10 snacking occasions per week on average. These needs
change every day. Mom may want quick premade meals for the kids’ football night, or easy
family-style recipes for Sunday dinner. Dad may crave chicken wings or pizza during his
favorite sport season.
Customers want certain foods, but they also
expect a variety of options and services,
such as meal kits, pre-chopped foods,
lockers or click and collect. UberEats,
Instacart and Amazon are navigating the
disruption. Now, the big players—grocers
and suppliers—must also catch up.
Grocers must evolve from being the most
convenient place to stock the kitchen to
being the constant partner that provides
the right nourishment in peoples’ lives.
Grocers are offering some options. Kroger is
expanding its home-delivery business with
the help of Ocado technology. The move
may also include construction of up to 20
distribution centers.1 Others are offering instore pickup and new in-store experiences.
However, no one is bringing it all together.

The food marketplace is going to
change more in
the next 10 years
than it has in the
past 50.
Soure: Future of Food
FMI+ACCENTURE study 2018

Let’s reimagine grocery.
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Grocers can build on the data they have about purchase patterns, basket and demographics
and add lifestyle and psychographic information. By providing the food customers need at the
moment they need it, grocers will capture greater share of stomach.

How much work do I want to do?

CHANNELS AND TOUCHPOINTS ARE GROWING
Do the work,
please

DRIVE THROUGH

IN-HOME CHEF

HEAT + PICK UP

PREPARED DELIVERY

TRADITIONAL IN-STORE
SHOPPING

CLICK AND COLLECT

HOME GROCERY
DELIVERY

I’ll come to you

Meet in the middle

Come to my house

HOT BAR

FRESH MEAL KITS
Let’s both
chip in
PREPARED INGREDIENTS

I want to
get my
hands dirty

Source: Accenture

Where do I want to get my food?

Satisfy Customer Appetites
Data is the means to customer insights—and grocers have an all-you-can-eat buffet of it. So
why are some just snacking, using data to deliver offers or to plan inventory rather than using
it to capitalize on meal opportunities? To be one step ahead of customers, grocers must bring
together data about purchase patterns, history, basket, lifestyle and demographics to know what
customers want, how they want to experience food and when.

MAKE INSIGHT YOUR MAIN INGREDIENT
Imagine taking all the complexity out of food planning and consumption—curating all meals
for the week. Data can do it. Especially when grocery data is paired with ecosystem data and
a broader data footprint (e.g. Google data).
What if a platform could connect data from fitness apps, food-tracking apps, calendars, personal
Pinterest boards, Instagram, Yelp reviews, online recipe boxes, YouTube and more? These rich
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insights combined offer a holistic picture of
how customers are spending and behaving
within your business, and even outside the food
category. Grocers can then get smarter about
what to offer and when.

FAIR TRADE

74% of consumers
do not mind
sharing their
personal data
if they get
something in
exchange.2
MEET INDIVIDUAL TASTES
The past was about personalizing offers. The
future is about personalizing every bite—and
becoming highly predictive about it. Having
a data-driven composite of a customer
enables grocers to shape assortment
and move customers in a more profitable
direction. For instance, leading them from
generic to private label brands.
Grocers can adapt to customer needs by
having more modular and mobile store
formats. In Shanghai, Wheely’s Moby Mart™
is rolling into neighborhoods without staff
or registers. Customers shop via an app that
tracks purchases and automatically bills a
customer’s credit card. Once autonomous
vehicles hit the mainstream, the mobile
supermarket could come right to your door.3
Grocers must build on the massive amount of
data available, which will become even more

ubiquitous and accessible. Picture delivering
foods that meet doctor-prescribed diets or
that help a customer meet their personal
health and fitness goals. Grocers also can
use data to listen for food trends and be
the first to deliver on new expectations. For
example, when the Instapot hit Amazon’s list
of the five top-selling items on Black Friday in
20174, grocers tracking the trend could have
been ready to respond with curated meal
kits, ingredients and recipe cards that allow
those eager customers to quickly make use
of their new gadgets.

SPARK UP THE CART
Very few people like grocery shopping. It’s
work. Grocers can enhance the experience
by delivering more value for the effort—
digitally and in-store. Cross-merchandise
meals so that shoppers don’t have to
go to three different stores to get the
ingredients they need. Add way-finding
to store apps to help users navigate store
aisles to complete their shopping list at
speed. Use analytics to improve assortment
planning and space utilization, freeing up
real estate in the physical store. This extra
space becomes a test ground to offer new
value-add experiences such as cooking
demos, interactive “tasting” kiosks and instore restaurants. Change it up. Rotate new
features to keep customers coming back to
get a taste of what’s new.
Not every grocer can elevate shopping
experiences alone. This is when ecosystem
partnerships come into play. Handing over
the customer experience to third parties is
only a short-term move. The grocer should
ultimately own the customer experience, but
bring to bear the benefits and capabilities of
partners to make those experiences richer.
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Trusted partners are critical to delivering new capabilities that aren’t legacy strengths of the
business. Many grocers have these relationships already—but new, unexpected partners can help
a grocer stand out. For example, partnering with a pharmacy to offer experiences that center on
health and wellness. Working with health plans to become the platform for providing foods that
keep people healthy and drive down medical costs.

When grocers deliver food experiences that work
in concert with the health and wellness goals of
individuals and families, they can play a role in
improving the customers’ quality of life.
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Supercharge the Supermarket
Food is part of everyday life. So why aren’t the providers
of food—grocers—part of customers’ everyday lives? The
opportunity is there. It’s a matter of taking bold steps to seize it.
DIGITIZE OPERATIONS
TO POWER INSIGHTS
Grocers must get more predictive. To unlock
insights, grocers should modernize end-toend operations from the supply chain to field
operations to IT. The benefits are immediate.
For instance a digital supply chain, one that
is digitally connected and automated, offers
visibility so grocers save costs and reduce
food waste by minimizing unnecessary
inventory. Optimized inventory makes it
easier for customers to get what they want
(fast). It also allows you to pivot quickly when
trends change.

BAG TRADITIONAL
WORKFORCE MODELS
The largest workforce is in the store,
and the second largest is in distribution
centers. What is your future plan for those
people? Start by looking at which roles
can be accomplished in alternate ways
using new technologies. Automating
tasks can free up workers to focus on
delivering differentiated experiences—or
working in new capacities. Imagine if the
store workforce was redeployed on Friday
nights to fill shopping carts for families
based on their digital list, while the family
enjoys dinner at the in-store restaurant.
Automation can also free up savings
that can be reinvested into improving
store experiences or in retraining staff.

Use analytics to identify skills gaps.
Continuously reskill the workforce to
keep skills relevant, and partner with the
ecosystem when reskilling isn’t enough.
Do everything to ready the workforce to
deliver differentiated experiences.

DANGLE THE CARROT
Employees matter. Yet many grocers
manage their workforce by making
sure staff is compliant—not necessarily
motived or incented to go above and
beyond. Workers feel they are under
the lens, being monitored and held
accountable for completing checklists
to perfection. With our current state
of low unemployment and high retail
turnover, grocers need to do more to
attract, retain and motivate their staff.
Imagine taking the employee of the
month concept digital to enable peer
recognition in real time. Acknowledge
employees’ “Instagrammable” moments
of the day. Make training more digestible
and digital so an employee can watch a
2-minute video on break rather than being
sequestered in a break room for an hour.
Use gamification to encourage employees
to complete the training. They’ll earn
badges rather than be flagged as noncompliant. When employees are happy,
they stay—and that costs you less.
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BE YOUR OWN
TEST KITCHEN

INVITE OTHERS
TO THE TABLE

Be bold and innovative to keep ideas fresh
at all times. Dedicate a space to innovation
where concepts can be tested, tossed aside or
implemented (you’ll have the space once you
optimize inventory). Adopt a fail fast mindset
so that “bad” ideas are scrapped quickly
without regret, and “good” ideas aren’t cast
aside just because of a bad quarter. Foster
a startup mentality so that everyone on the
team is eager to create the next innovation.
Encourage contributions from across the
business and accelerate the best ideas.

You might identify capability gaps to fill—
and that’s OK. As mentioned earlier, the
ecosystem can contribute to fill in gaps in
the workforce or in capabilities. However,
partner carefully and strategically. Be sure
that your business has a unique role in the
ecosystem and can deliver what others
cannot. Ideally, lead the ecosystem rather
than react to it.
Grocery is losing market share to big box
retailers, wholesale clubs, digital players
and discount stores. Grocers can beef up
insights and act on them by maximizing
use of data. This is the way to seize share of
stomach, capturing market from QSRs, fast
food, subscription snack kits, meal kits and
more. It’s time to step up to the plate and
use insights to offer customers the foods,
choices and experiences they hunger for.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Brian Baker

Matt Jeffers

Managing Director,
Accenture North America Grocery Lead
brian.l.baker@accenture.com

Managing Director,
Javelin Group, part of Accenture Strategy
matt.jeffers@javelingroup.com

Steve Pinder
Managing Director,
Kurt Salmon, part of Accenture Strategy
steven.pinder@kurt-salmon.com

Follow us on Twitter @AccentureRetail
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Learn more at www.accenture.com/retail
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